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Abstract
The modelling of the electrophysiology of cardiac cells is one of the most mature areas of systems
biology. This extended concentration of research effort brings with it new challenges, foremost
among which is that of choosing which of these models is most suitable for addressing a particular
scientific question. In a previous paper, we presented our initial work in developing an online
resource for the characterisation and comparison of electrophysiological cell models in a wide
range of experimental scenarios. In that work, we described how we had developed a novel
protocol language that allowed us to separate the details of the mathematical model (the majority
of cardiac cell models take the form of ordinary differential equations) from the experimental
protocol being simulated. We developed a fully-open online repository (which we termed the
Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab) which allows users to store and compare the results of
applying the same experimental protocol to competing models. In the current paper we describe
the most recent and planned extensions of this work, focused on supporting the process of model
building from experimental data. We outline the necessary work to develop a machine-readable
language to describe the process of inferring parameters from wet lab datasets, and illustrate our
approach through a detailed example of fitting a model of the hERG channel using experimental
data. We conclude by discussing the future challenges in making further progress in this domain
towards our goal of facilitating a fully reproducible approach to the development of cardiac cell
models.
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1. Introduction1
The problem of reproducibility in science is becoming well known and of great concern to re-2
searchers, funders and publishers. Computational studies are immune from many of the sta-3
tistical traps (Ioannidis, 2005) that traditionally lead to problems in reproducing studies. Yet,4
when asked “what factors contribute to irreproducible research?” 45% of scientists replied that5
“methods and code being unavailable” always/often contributed, and 40% replied that “raw data6
availability” always/often contributed. These figures rose to 80% for each “sometimes” contribut-7
ing to irreproducible research (Baker, 2016). Our field of cardiac electrophysiology modelling is8
not immune to these factors.9
We define reproduction as “independent re-implementation of the essential aspects of a carefully10
described experiment,” which we contrast with replication, defined as “re-running a simulation in11
exactly the same way” (Howe, 2012; Cooper et al., 2015b). Aiming for replication to get precisely12
the same answer, in exactly the same way, by providing the code and library versions used in13
a study is a worthy goal in itself; it serves an important purpose in guaranteeing a minimum14
level of methods reporting, and may be an important stepping stone to allowing people to adapt15
your code for their studies. However, enabling reproduction of the process that was followed16
for the same and similar settings (without the need for code adaptation, or even making the17
process possible using many different codes) is a far more useful aim than replication of a single18
computational study (Drummond, 2009).19
This paper will discuss the issue of reproducible model development, which is distinct from re-20
producing a computational study undertaken with a given model. Reproducing a study with a21
given model may assume that the model is a fixed entity (with its parameters and equations22
pre-defined). Reproducible model development means being able to recreate the process of build-23
ing a model from data — fitting parameter values within equations, or even selecting the set24
of equations. Reproducible model development is a requirement for new science. All of the25
following uses of a previously published model will be performed better if we know how a model26
was developed: (i) using an existing model within a new simulation study/conditions, (ii) fit-27
ting an existing model to new datasets for new experimental situations (e.g. cell types, species,28
temperatures); and (iii) extending an existing model to explore new experimental phenomena.29
We will elaborate on why these applications require a well-documented and reproducible model30
development process below.31
We focus this article on development of mathematical cardiac electrophysiology models. The first32
model of the cardiac action potential was created by Denis Noble (Noble, 1960, 1962) for Purkinje33
fibres, based on the Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) paradigm. The field of cardiac cell modelling34
has blossomed into one of the most popular and mature areas of systems biology research. In35
the ensuing decades, the scope and number of these models has increased dramatically, spurred36
on by a desire to recreate and understand electrophysiological phenomena across a range of37
species, cell types, and experimental conditions (Noble and Rudy, 2001; Noble et al., 2012).38
This research has been undertaken by a diverse global research community, with members of39
disparate institutions seeking to make improvements to existing model formulations through40
iterative studies in modelling and experimentation. Despite the availability of community-focused41
tools, we believe there remain problems with the ways modelling studies are reported that limit42
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the usefulness, reproducibility and re-usability of our models. These problems certainly exist in43
many other domains, and many of the ideas in this manuscript should be directly transferable to44
other differential equation-based biological models. Cardiac modelling is a good area to focus on45
first because of its maturity, its standardisation in terms of a modular Hodgkin & Huxley-derived46
approach, and its importance in scientific and clinical applications.47
Replication enabled Reproduction enabled
by providing: How often? by providing: How often?
Models Equations and parameters in code form Very frequently CellML / SBML Frequently
Protocols Code to run simulations and plot results Occasionally SED-ML / Web Lab protocol Very rarely
Model development Code & data to fit parameters and evaluate model Very rarely Web Lab fitting specification? Never
Table 1: Replicability versus reproducibility in cardiac electrophysiology modelling studies. Here we
list what provisions enable replication and reproduction of cardiac electrophysiology modelling studies, and also
estimate how often they feature in published studies. Our plan is for the next version of the Web Lab to become
the missing tool for making model development reproducible.
There are at least three aspects to replicability and reproducibility in computational models that48
we would like to distinguish between. We have outlined these aspects in Table 1, and we discuss49
the entries in each row below:50
1. Models — in order to facilitate cooperation among this physically dispersed research com-51
munity, a number of tools have been developed to aid in the representation and exchange52
of models. Provision of software code that states equations and parameter values in an53
unambiguous format is an excellent and welcome step in model reporting. While providing54
code is a prerequisite for basic replication, as a reporting practice on its own it limits our55
ability to apply models to new systems without substantial alterations. So more generically56
and usefully, reproducibility is provided by model markup languages such as CellML/SBML57
(Lloyd et al., 2004; Garny et al., 2008; Hucka et al., 2003) and model repositories such as the58
Physiome Model Repository or BioModels Database (Yu et al., 2011; Chelliah et al., 2015)59
that provide public and curated reference versions of models. These repository versions of60
models can be used to auto-generate code in many different programming languages that61
can provide reproduction. Open-source software libraries such as Chaste (Mirams et al.,62
2013; Cooper et al., 2015a), OpenCOR (Garny and Hunter, 2015), Myokit (Clerx et al.,63
2016), and COPASI (Su¨tterlin et al., 2012) have been developed to perform simulations on64
models specified in these formats.65
2. Protocols — it is helpful to maintain a separation between the notions of a ‘model’, the66
underlying mathematical equations thought to represent the system, and a ‘protocol’, the67
manner in which the system is interrogated/stimulated and the results of that interrogation68
are recorded. An unambiguous protocol describes how models are used to run certain69
simulated experiments, for instance to generate figures or lead to conclusions in scientific70
papers. This information can be provided by sharing simulation codes; or, again, more71
reproducibly by providing detailed machine-readable instructions on how to run simulations72
(such as those provided by SED-ML (Waltemath et al., 2011) or via our existing Web Lab73
and its protocol descriptions; more on these later).74
3. Model development — reporting on models at present generally takes the form of their75
final parameterised equations. Documentation on how models were built (in terms of76
choosing equations to use, fitting their parameters to experimental data, and validation77
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against other experimental data) is usually insufficient to recreate models accurately, or78
even missing entirely. Only with this information can you decide whether a model is going79
to be useful for your setting, or whether you are breaking any assumptions involved in80
creating it. In this paper we propose that we need a reproducible definition of model81
development.82
The academic cardiac modelling community’s current standard is that replicable models should83
generally always be provided, at least for action potential models: nearly all studies now provide84
model code for replication, and most also provide CellML for reproducibility. These efforts are85
certainly to be applauded and it has taken a large amount of effort, primarily from the CellML86
team, to get to this point.87
Some authors provide their simulation codes to enable replication of protocols and simulated88
experiments (e.g. Chang et al., 2017), and some journals insist on this; although it remains89
far from universal in reporting at present. Very few authors provide reproducible definitions of90
protocols to repeat simulated experiments using their models such as those provided by SED-ML91
or the Web Lab: this is understandable, as these ‘protocol definitions’ are only just beginning92
to support all the features that are needed, and tools which support/implement them easily are93
still being developed.94
The development of a full model itself — which involves parameter inference from data, poten-95
tially model selection, and then evaluation of model performance — is very rarely even replicable,96
as this requires complete implementation details for all forward simulations and inverse problem97
algorithms in addition to providing digitised experimental data linked to particular protocols.98
The only replicable instance of a full model’s development we could find was Beattie et al. (2018)99
(used as our case study for reproducible model development below). We hope that readers of this100
article can point us to more examples. Model development has never been reproducible, partly101
because it depends on both models and protocols also being reproducible. So the focus of this102
paper revolves around the steps involved in making model development reproducible, our plans103
to facilitate this with the Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab, and a pilot implementation.104
Reproducible reporting standards for model development are especially important for under-105
standing a model’s provenance. Many questions are raised when attempting to reproduce the106
development of a model: what assumptions were made in its construction? Which experiments107
must be performed to parameterise the model (or re-parameterise for new conditions, e.g. cell108
types/species/temperatures)? How should experimental data be post-processed before being109
used to fit parameter values? How much information for constraining the parameter set do the110
model builders consider each experiment to contain (Fink and Noble, 2009) — relatedly, what111
fitting/inference algorithms or heuristic approaches used which datasets to generate which pa-112
rameter values? How was the parameterised model tested/validated, using which experimental113
protocol and datasets? At present these aspects can be reported very poorly, if at all.114
This lack of reproducible documentation on model development makes models increasingly static,115
as they are difficult to update in response to newly available data, or more advanced understand-116
ing of sub-cellular processes, and one may introduce errors or lose desirable behaviour as one117
attempts to adjust them. Ill-defined model provenance can also make it difficult for modellers or118
experimentalists to choose which model to adopt from the myriad formulations that have been119
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proposed to explain similar cardiac phenomena.120
Knowing the provenance of models is especially important in the field of cardiac models, which121
are often chimeric, employing data from multiple sources due to the difficulty of gathering data122
sufficient to constrain today’s complex models from a single source. Cardiac modellers often123
borrow parameters or entire subunits from other models that may have been constructed for124
different systems or under differing experimental conditions (Cannon and D’Alessandro, 2006;125
Niederer et al., 2009). While efforts are taken to adjust model components for differences in126
species and/or experimental conditions, as well as to maintain certain macroscopic properties,127
manual tuning practices are unlikely to locate truly optimal parameters (Krogh-Madsen et al.,128
2016).129
When there exist a large number of parameterisations that describe the data equally well, the130
model is deemed to be unidentifiable, and the modeller may wish to consider either an alternative131
simpler model formulation, alterations to experiments to provide more information on parame-132
ters, or both (Raue et al., 2011). Considering overly-simplistic objective functions in parameter133
tuning, such as matching just biomarkers from a single action potential, may lead to unidentified134
parameters that can cause models to yield unexpected and erroneous behaviour when tested un-135
der new contexts of use (Daly et al., 2017). While model identifiability is a recognised problem in136
cardiac cell models, its assessment has yet to be adopted as a standard practice during modelling137
studies, perhaps due in part to the competing methodologies for doing so (Milescu et al., 2005;138
Fink and Noble, 2009; Csercsik et al., 2012; Sher et al., 2013; Daly et al., 2015, 2017). Unidenti-139
fiability of parameters may explain some cases of ostensibly similar models yielding qualitatively140
differing predictions under certain protocols (Cherry and Fenton, 2007; ten Tusscher et al., 2006;141
Niederer et al., 2009; Fink et al., 2011; Cooper et al., 2016).142
Finally, reproducible reporting standards are important for understanding the effects of uncer-143
tainty and variability in biological models. Biological data is invariably affected by many sources144
of variation, such as measurement error, intrinsic variation (e.g. “beat-to-beat” variability be-145
tween recordings on a single cardiomyocyte), and extrinsic variation (variation between individ-146
uals in a sample, e.g. inter-cell variability in a sample of cells, or inter-individual variability in a147
population). This leads to uncertainty about (or variation in) the optimal model parameters to148
describe the experimental data, and characterisation and interpretation of this uncertainty can149
give us insights into biological variation or even the suitability of a given model to explain data150
(Mirams et al., 2016). Cases of extreme variation in optimal model parameters may indicate151
the unsuitability of the model to represent the system, as it reduces faith in a direct biological152
interpretation of each parameter.153
In previous work, we sought to address the first two kinds of reproducibility listed above in154
cardiac modelling studies through the development of the Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab.155
The Web Lab is an online resource for the specification, execution, comparison, and sharing of156
simulation experiments and their results (Cooper et al., 2016). This Web Lab was built using157
the functional curation paradigm (Cooper et al., 2011): models are specified using a standard158
format such as CellML, protocols are specified in a custom language capable of expressing a vast159
range of experimental procedures, and interactions between the two are mediated by a domain-160
specific ontology. This allows for modular interactions between models and protocols, allowing161
for multiple models to be compared under a common protocol or vice-versa, extending the162
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capabilities of contemporary online tools for analysing/comparing cellular model predictions such163
as WholeCellSimDB (Karr et al., 2012, 2014). The Web Lab additionally provides visualisation164
tools to aid in these comparative studies, as well as visibility settings that allow models and165
protocols to be developed in private before being shared with the community.166
In this paper, we will discuss our plans for, and initial progress towards, integrating experimen-167
tal data and reproducible model development into the Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab. We168
will show how the addition of experimental data, annotated and linked to an experimental pro-169
tocol, can facilitate model/data comparison, model selection, rigorous documentation of model170
provenance and development, and even automated model reparameterisation and identifiability171
analysis. In section 2 we describe the steps needed to create such a tool (which we will refer to as172
WL2 ) from our original implementation (which we call WL1 ). Section 3 showcases a prototype173
implementation of WL2, with which we reproduce the results of a Bayesian modelling study of174
the hERG-encoded ion channel conducted by Beattie et al. (2018), shown in section 4. This study175
of a contemporary cardiac model serves as a proof-of-concept of our WL2 design, and demon-176
strates its ability to facilitate the fitting of models to data and to provide information about the177
uncertainty in the obtained parameter values. Finally, we discuss the remaining challenges for a178
full implementation of the WL2 design as well as the opportunities it creates.179
2. Road map180
We now outline the steps required to establish an improved Web Lab, WL2. An overview of each181
step and the new capabilities it facilitates is shown in Table 2.182
Step 1 Adding annotated data Comparing arbitrary data sets
Structured queries
Step 2 Linking data to protocols Comparing experimental protocol results
Documenting data provenance
Step 3 Comparing data to predictions Checking model applicability
Documenting model provenance
Continuous testing of models






Table 2: An overview of the steps needed to go from WL1 to WL2, and the capabilities added at each step.
2.1. Step 1: Adding experimental data183
WL2 will introduce the capability to upload, store, and display experimental data. This will open184
up a new range of uses for the Web Lab such as comparing published data sets or checking new185
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experimental data against gold standard reference data. A crucial step here is that data should186
be annotated with information about its origins, e.g. species, cell-type, experimental conditions.187
In part, these annotations should be free-form, allowing experimenters to detail the specifics188
of their data. However, including structured annotations, for example following the MICEE189
standard proposed by Quinn et al. (2011), will allow Web Lab users to perform structured190
queries on the data set. Such a well annotated, searchable data set, would make it easy to191
compare all data from a specific species, to compare experiments at different temperatures, or192
to investigate biological variability between data sets with identical experimental conditions. It193
is our aim that inclusion of these features will make the Web Lab an invaluable “first-stop”194
community-wide resource enabling, for example, experimenters to check their results against the195
literature, analysts to compare drug-block data in different cell-types, or for researchers to find196
data on the effects of genetic mutations.197
Electrophysiological measurements are typically contaminated by sources of error such as leak,198
drift, noise, or capacitance artefacts. The precise nature of these errors — and therefore the best199
way to compensate for them — is dependent on the measurement method used, rather than the200
underlying physiology. Therefore, we do not at this time propose to automate pre-processing201
operations such as filtering or leak subtraction at this time. Instead, our ideal data source would202
allow storage of data in three parts: (1) a raw unprocessed file, representing the quantity of203
interest plus various sources of error, (2) a pre-processed file, in which any experiment-specific204
pre-processing has been performed, and (3) code to reproduce the pre-processing process, to be205
run off-line. This set-up would allow pre-processing code to be inspected, reviewed, and re-used.206
It is also worth noting that some types of filtering (e.g. fitting a straight line through noisy data)207
presuppose a certain structure in the data, and so mix modelling with pre-processing. By having208
the raw data available online such work could be accommodated.209
2.2. Step 2: Linking data to experimental protocols210
A crucial step in using data sets on WL2 will be to link them to an experimental protocol.211
For example, for ion current experiments this would include data such as the temperature and212
chemical composition of the pipette and bath solutions, and also the complete voltage-step213
protocol. Similarly, for cell-level data such as an action potential duration (APD) restitution214
curve, this would consist of a series of cycle-lengths to test and a description of the post-processing215
steps required to measure the APD.216
In Cooper et al. (2011), we presented a formalism to encode the experimental conditions, pro-217
cedure, and post-processing operations — the sum of which we termed the protocol — in a218
machine-readable format that can be used to run simulations. This language defines six founda-219
tional operations on n-dimensional arrays (such as time-series measurements of e.g. voltage, cur-220
rent, or ionic concentrations) from which more complex operations (e.g. peak current detection,221
APD measurement) can be formed. For examples, please see the current WL1 implementation222
at https://chaste.cs.ox.ac.uk/WebLab.223
An important feature of the WL1 protocol language is that it is model independent; protocols224
it describes can be used to run simulated experiments with any suitably annotated model. We225
demonstrated the use of this language for functional model comparison and debugging in Cooper226
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et al. (2016). By linking these protocols to experimental data sets, WL2 can become a platform227
for rigorous documentation of experimental data, with a full description of the protocol and228
post-processing steps required to re-obtain that data. This will also facilitate a more careful229
comparison of different data sets describing the outcomes of similar protocols.230
2.3. Step 3: Comparing model predictions to experiments231
Once annotated experiments are available, along with machine-runnable descriptions of the ex-232
perimental protocol and a database of annotated models, it becomes possible to compare exper-233
iments to model predictions (Cooper et al., 2015b). This has several important applications.234
Checking model applicability : Many investigations into cardiac cellular electrophysiology start235
with the selection of a suitable computational model. Yet until the publication of WL1 there has236
been no easy way to look up and compare basic model properties (i.e. what outputs the different237
models predict given a certain protocol). WL1 introduced this ability to compare model predic-238
tions systematically, and with WL2 it will become possible to validate model outputs against a239
variety of data sets. Users wishing to investigate a specific aspect of cellular electrophysiology,240
for example calcium handling, could start by selecting a series of virtual experiments relating to241
the phenomena of interest, and then compare models specifically on how well their predictions242
match the data in these respects.243
Documenting model provenance: With this new set-up, it becomes possible to describe a model’s244
provenance in a systematic way, by making formal statements such as ‘parameters a, b, and c in245
model m derive from data set d’. If, in addition, model sub-components (e.g. ion-current models246
or calcium buffering equations) are linked with statements such as ‘model m1 relates to model m2247
via inheritance of sub-model INa’, it will become possible to trace the origins of model equations248
and parameters. Because this provenance can be extremely complicated (Niederer et al., 2009;249
Bueno-Orovio et al., 2014), having a shared community record of such relations will be extremely250
useful for the electrophysiology community.251
Continuous testing during model development : A consequence of electrophysiology (EP) models’252
complicated history is that modellers adapting a specific aspect of a model (say the sodium253
channel formulation) may not be familiar with details of other parts of the model. In addition,254
the code and data used to run all experiments that were originally used to validate the model255
are not usually available. With WL2, it becomes possible to encode all these experiments (or256
better, to re-use ones already available) and link them to the relevant experimental data set.257
This creates a large body of test-cases that a model developer can use to test any updated model258
formulations against, to ensure novel additions do not undo the efforts of previous modellers.259
2.4. Step 4: Fitting models to experimental data260
At this point, the Web Lab will allow users to compare experimental outcomes and model261
predictions not just qualitatively (i.e. visual inspection), but also quantitatively. A next step262
then, is to let the user define some measures that quantify the model/experiment mismatch263
(or alternatively the goodness-of-fit), and to introduce algorithms that fit models to data by264
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systematically adjusting selected model parameters until the predictions match the observed265
results.266
We distinguish two main types of fitting. In optimisation, the mismatch between model prediction267
and experimental outcome is quantified by some measure of error, and an optimisation algorithm268
is used to reduce this error to a minimum. The outcome of this process is a single set of ‘best’269
parameter values. In statistical inference, the difference between the model prediction and the270
observed data is treated as a random variable (e.g. due to measurement noise), and an inference271
algorithm is used to quantify the likelihood that different parameter sets gave rise to the observed272
data. This results in a distribution of parameter values, each with an associated likelihood.273
Further distinctions can be made depending on how the experimental outcome is defined. First,274
many analyses start from summary statistics of the data, for example a current-voltage relation275
(IV-curve) when measuring ion currents, or a steady-state APD dose-response curve when mea-276
suring the cellular AP under drug action. In this method, a certain amount of data is discarded277
to simplify the (historically manual) analysis process on the assumption that the remaining278
data will fully characterise the phenomenon of interest. By contrast, whole-trace fitting uses all279
available data and does not require this assumption. Several publications have pointed out the280
benefit of the whole-trace method for the analysis of ion-currents (Hafner et al., 1981; Willms281
et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2006; Fink and Noble, 2009; Buhry et al., 2011; Beattie et al., 2018).282
Secondly, data from different experiments (e.g. in different cells) can either be averaged before283
processing, or can be processed on an individual basis. Averaging before processing can lead to284
distorted results, as shown by e.g. Pathmanathan et al. (2015).285
In WL2, an outline of which is shown schematically in Fig. 1, we plan to support all of the modes286
of fitting listed above. An example using our prototype implementation is given in sections 3287
and 4. Supporting model fitting will have several important applications.288
Driving model development : EP models are based on experimental data from a variety of sources,289
including measurements in different species and under different experimental conditions (Niederer290
et al., 2009). Once the infrastructure to refit models automatically is in place, it should become291
a straightforward task to update model parameters whenever new and/or more appropriate292
data sets are available (see also Box 4 in Cooper et al., 2015b). Similarly, if no model can be293
reparameterised to fit the data, this is a strong indication that changes to the model equations294
are required. In this manner, WL2 could be a driving force behind electrophysiological model295
development.296
Rigorously documenting model development : With the addition of fitting algorithms, WL2 will297
allow a large part of model development to be rigorously — and reproducibly — documented.298
This would dramatically increase the reproducibility of electrophysiology modelling work, and299
allow the kind of close scrutiny of model-building work that is required if EP models are to be300
used in safety-critical applications such as drug testing (Mirams et al., 2012) and clinical risk301
assessment (Hoefen et al., 2012).302
Quantifying experimental variability : Using statistical inference methods, we can find distribu-303
tions of model parameter values that provide good fits to experimental data, and quantify the304
likelihood of each (Daly et al., 2015). This allows us to quantify variability and uncertainty305
in single parameters, but also to investigate correlations between parameters (Johnstone et al.,306
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Figure 1: A schematic overview of WL2. Experimental protocols, applied to biological models (e.g. myocytes,
expression systems) give rise to experimental results. The association with a protocol, in combination with addi-
tional metadata, provides users with a thorough overview of how the data was obtained. Applied to computational
models, the same protocols provide predictions. As in WL1, protocols are written in such a manner that they
can be applied to several models on the Web Lab, and their predictions can be compared. A new feature will be
the ability to compare predictions to predictions, experimental results to results, and results to predictions. By
comparing experimental results and predictions from the same protocol, a fitting process can be initiated, leading
to a set of parameter values represented either as singular points (optimisation) or distributions (inference).
2016b). The application of these techniques is a first step towards untangling experimental error307
from biological variability (Mirams et al., 2016; Marder and Goaillard, 2006).308
Identifiability checking and protocol design: In addition to analysing experimental data, statistical309
inference methods can be used as a tool to design experimental protocols. If a broad range or310
ranges of parameter values are found to be equally likely candidates to fit a data set, this can be311
a strong indication that the protocol does not provide all the information needed to identify the312
model’s parameters. Such a result may highlight that the model is fundamentally unidentifiable,313
but it can also highlight the shortcomings of a particular protocol (i.e. it does not trigger all the314
phenomena the model was intended to capture). By using inference to check if a protocol provides315
enough information, it becomes possible to test and optimise a protocol, e.g. by removing steps316
that are found not to add new information (Fink and Noble, 2009; Clerx et al., 2015; Beattie317
et al., 2018). By making these features widely available, WL2 can aid experimenters in both318
protocol selection and design.319
Validation: An important step in developing a biophysical model is validation, that is assessing320
how well your fitted model represents reality (Pathmanathan and Gray, 2013). In our domain321
this is most easily done by running extra experiments that were not used to fit the model, i.e.322
a different protocol. It is vitally important that protocols and recorded experimental data for323
validation are associated with the model development process, and available for display and324
comparison within WL2. We did not denote this step in Fig. 1 to keep the figure simple, but325
in full it should feature additional line(s) from the Inferred Parameters back to simulations and326
experiments with a new protocol. Validation is especially important when extending an existing327
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model. Without a complete description of experimental results that were predicted/recreated328
with an existing model, it is impossible to know whether a new version of a model retains all the329
capabilities of the original one.330
3. Prototype implementation331
We now discuss the implementation of a prototype WL2, focused on performing statistical infer-332
ence over parameters of single-cell EP models and sub-models (e.g. ionic currents), and demon-333
strate its use by reproducing a result from a hERG modelling study conducted by Beattie et al.334
(2018). In this study, a novel voltage-step protocol was applied to cells expressing the hERG ion335
channel, and the recorded current was fitted with a 9-parameter Hodgkin-Huxley model, sum-336
marised below in its equivalent Markov-model formulation (for an explanation of the relation337
between these see Keener and Sneyd, 2009, vol. 1, p150).338
IKr = GKr ·O(Vm, t) · (Vm − EK), (1)339




= kO(Vm) · [C] + kA(Vm) · [IO] − (kC(Vm) + kI(Vm)) · [O], (2)342
d[C]
dt
= kC(Vm) · [O] + kA(Vm) · [IC] − (kO(Vm) + kI(Vm)) · [C], (3)343
d[IO]
dt
= kI(Vm) · [O] + kO(Vm) · [IC] − (kA(Vm) + kC(Vm)) · [IO], (4)344
[IC] = 1 − ([O] + [C] + [IO]) . (5)345
346
The rates are voltage-dependent functions, each parameterised by two scalar values as follows:347
kO(Vm) = kO1 · exp(kO2 · Vm), (6)348
kC(Vm) = kC1 · exp(−kC2 · Vm), (7)349
kI(Vm) = kI1 · exp(kI2 · Vm), (8)350
kA(Vm) = kA1 · exp(−kA2 · Vm). (9)351352
A Bayesian inference method was then applied to find the parameter values that provided the353
best fit. As discussed in section 2.4, this inference method finds not just a single set of parameter354
values, but the distribution of all likely parameter values, known as the posterior distribution.355
3.1. Simulation Specification356
Finding the best parameters, either using optimisation or inference, involves repeated simu-357
lations, and so WL2 must provide the user with an interface in which to specify how model358
simulations should be performed. Our prototype WL2 builds on the design of WL1 (Cooper359
et al., 2016), and thus adheres to the functional curation paradigm separating the notion of360
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a model (the underlying mathematics representing the system) from the protocol (the manner361
in which the system is stimulated and observed). As in WL1, this modular design allows for362
the re-application of experimental protocols to new model formulations, or the comparison of363
competing model formulations under a given experimental set-up. Users of the WL2 prototype364
upload separate model and protocol files, represented respectively in CellML and functional cu-365
ration protocol syntax, in order to specify and share the results of simulations. We have chosen366
to use the custom protocol language rather than SED-ML due to the latter’s adherence to a367
“one model, one experiment” paradigm (simulations are explicitly linked to models rather than368
mediating interactions through a domain-specific ontology), which lacks the modularity of func-369
tional curation. Additionally, the functional curation protocol language supports more complex370
nested simulations and provides greater post-processing power than SED-ML, allowing it greater371
expressive capability. As SED-ML evolves we hope to use it to specify protocols and simulation372
algorithms in future versions of the Web Lab, and anticipate our protocol language serving as a373
test-bed for new features for the community standard.374
Model parameters in the CellML files should be tagged with metadata annotations that allow375
them to be externally read and adjusted by simulation protocols, and thus there exists a notion376
of compatibility between model and protocol, which requires that all variables referenced in the377
protocol exist as tagged entities in the model. The exact structure and interpretation of these378
files are given in Cooper et al. (2011).379
In addition to the simulation specification, the WL2 prototype requires two files to complete the380
specification of a fitting problem: a file containing experimental data, and a fitting specification381
that shows how this data is employed to constrain the model. The content of these files will be382
discussed in the subsequent sections.383
3.2. Data Specification384
In our prototype WL2, data for fitting experiments is provided in a separate file. Each entry385
should directly correspond to an output of the simulation protocol,and consist of a series of386
data arrays with unique names, as the functional curation protocol language possesses a post-387
processing library to enable such one-to-one matching (Cooper et al., 2011). Much like the388
functional curation paradigm, the use of unique names to mediate interactions between the data389
and the other components of a modelling study allows for experiments to be easily updated when390
new data become available.391
In our prototype implementation, data are supplied in a comma-separated values (CSV) file,392
where the first row specifies names for each variable, and associated columns specify the corre-393
sponding data. We note that this structure currently expects zero- or one-dimensional data for394
each named variable (although higher-dimensional arrays may be specified in flattened form), as395
this was sufficient for our test case, but that the exact data representation can easily be changed396
at a later stage. In the hERG current fitting experiment, the data file contains two columns of397
equal length representing a series of (time, current) pairs. Our current implementation requires398
that the units of the data provided match those of the corresponding entities in the simulation399
protocol, though future iterations of WL2 will allow for the specification of units and handle400
necessary translations in a manner similar to functional curation.401
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3.3. Fitting Specification402
The final component of a parameter fitting experiment is the fitting specification, which makes403
use of a custom language that we will introduce in this section by means of a working example.404
The fitting specification takes the form of a JSON-formatted text file (http://www.json.org).405
These types of files contain a series of named values, where each value may be either a string406
of characters, a numerical value, a list of values, or a nested JSON object. We represent the407
contents of a fitting specification for the hERG model based on the fitting experiment described by408
Beattie et al. (2018) (with the number of CMA-ES optimisations and number of MCMC iterations409
reduced for the sake of improving runtime) in Table 3, and will discuss the interpretation of each410
required entry below.411
Fitting specification entity Value
algorithm AdaptiveMCMC
arguments cmaOpt=5, cmaMaxFevals=20000, burn=50000, numIters=100000
output exp IKr=IKr
input exp times=t
prior (see Table 4)
Table 3: Entries in the fitting specification for the hERG ion channel model. The value associated with the
“algorithm” entry is a string of characters, and is represented as is, while all other value entries are nested JSON
objects, and are presented in “key=value” format for clarity. This is also true for the prior specification, which is
represented separately in Table 4 due to its size.
The first entry in the fitting specification is the “algorithm” to be used for parameter fitting,412
which is specified by a unique identifier. In the case of the hERG experiment, this value is413
“AdaptiveMCMC”, which corresponds to the adaptive-covariance MCMC algorithm described414
by Haario et al. (2001). While we are interested in moving towards more sophisticated means of415
uniquely specifying algorithms, such as KiSAO IDs (http://co.mbine.org/standards/kisao)416
in future iterations of the Web Lab, such ontologies do not yet support the full range of Bayesian417
and approximate Bayesian inference algorithms that we are considering for inclusion in WL2.418
Once we refine the list of algorithms we support, we will lobby for their inclusion in KiSAO (or419
another accepted ontology) and adapt to this new form of algorithmic specification in future420
iterations of the Web Lab.421
In our prototype implementation, the adaptive MCMC algorithm uses a Gaussian likelihood422
function, which is commonly assumed for time-series data. However, the prototype could easily423
be extended to allow users to specify different likelihood functions, by adding an “objective”424
entry to the fitting specification language.425
The next entry we consider is a dictionary of “arguments,” specific to the chosen fitting algorithm.426
In the example shown in Table 3, these include the standard arguments for MCMC — the total427
number of iterations “numIters” and the number of iterations discarded as burn-in “burn” —428
as well as two new arguments “cmaOpt” and “cmaMaxFevals” which deal with the selection of a429
starting point for MCMC. These arguments tell the back end to first run a series of 5 random430
restarts of a global optimiser, the “Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy” (Hansen431
and Ostermeier, 2001) to choose a starting point for the MCMC chain. In the final version of432
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WL2, a full list of available named algorithms, along with details of their operation and adjustable433
parameters, will be made available on the web site.434
The next two sections, “input” and “output”, deal with matching experimental and simulated435
data. The “input” section details a list of named inputs to the simulation protocol (“exp times”,436
in this instance) which are matched to named entries in the data file (“t”, in this instance). Here437
this tells the simulator to generate outputs at the times specified in the data file, and removes438
the need to alter the functional curation protocol when new data are collected. The “output”439
section tells the objective function which named outputs from the simulation protocol are to be440
considered (“IKr” in this instance), and which named entries in the data file (“exp IKr”) they441
are to be compared against using the objective function. This allows data files to be used that do442
not adhere to the same naming conventions as the associated simulation protocol, again avoiding443
the need to alter simulation protocols when new data are acquired.444
Finally, we consider the prior distribution; this represents our ideas about the likely values of445
the parameters before we start the fitting experiment, and is commonly given as a uniform dis-446
tribution with some lower and upper bound (which typically maps onto the expected maximum447
physiological range of the parameter). In the WL2 prototype, the prior is specified as a nested448
JSON object identified by “prior” (and represented separately in Table 4). Our implementation449
currently supports only uniform priors (specified by a two-membered list containing a lower and450
upper bound) or point distributions (a single fixed value), but more can easily be added. Addi-451
tional constraints on the model may be implemented as assertions within the simulation protocol452
itself. This methodology was used to eliminate parameterisations leading to non-physiological453
values for rate constants (kO, kA, kI , and kC), assigning them zero probability in a similar454
manner to the 2D prior employed by Beattie et al. (2018).455











Table 4: Prior distribution specified within the fitting specification for the 9-parameter hERG model. This
prior is adapted from Beattie et al. (2018), who employ a wider prior in their MCMC inference but define this
region as most likely to contain the optimal parameters. Parameters respect the shortened naming conventions
of Equations (1)–(9) for clarity. An additional parameter, “obj:std”, controls the observation noise standard
deviation, part of the Gaussian likelihood function, and is set to a fixed value in this example (although in general
it could be learned too).
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4. Prototype results456
We now present the results of our test-case fitting experiment, implemented in a WL2 prototype.457
As with the WL1 implementation, an experiment may be carried out, and its results viewed, by458
matching a model to a protocol in the ‘Experiments’ matrix view. Within the prototype WL2,459
the only change to this set-up is that a ‘protocol’ entry now encompasses a simulation protocol,460
fitting specification, and data file (as described in Section 3). The files used to represent this461
fitting experiment are described in Section 3 (particularly Tables 3 and 4). Further details,462
including links to the relevant online resources, can be found in Daly (2018).463
After the execution of a fitting experiment, the first thing that the WL2 prototype allows us to464
do is to compare the data simulated using our inferred maximum likelihood parameters to the465
experimental data we employed during fitting. In Fig. 2, we see the results of overlaying data466
simulated using the maximum posterior density parameters returned by our MCMC inference467
onto the experimental data used to obtain these fitted parameter values. As the MCMC algorithm468
returns a sample of parameter sets approximating the true distribution over parameters given469
data, this visual shows us how well the most likely parameter set captures the observed behaviour.470
The close agreement between these traces suggests that the inference strategy has produced a471
distribution over parameterised models that captures observed behaviour well, which mirrors the472
findings of Beattie et al. (2018). Had we employed an optimisation strategy instead of a Bayesian473
inference strategy we could also use the maximum likelihood values, which (in this case) would474
be the same as the least squares optimum, and simply compared the data simulated under these475
optimal parameters with experimental observations.476
The prototype WL2 additionally provides tools for visualising uncertainty about optimal model477
parameters in inference studies, as characterised by the marginal distribution over each parameter478
in the posterior estimate. In Fig. 3 we see a histogram produced by the prototype WL2 in order479
to represent variation of the kA1 parameter of the hERG model over the posterior returned by480
MCMC. We see that this distribution is very well-constrained about a single modal value, which481
indicates the presence of a unique optimal value for this parameter about which the model is482
very sensitive to variation (with even small changes in the value of the parameter leading to483
a large drop-off in likelihood). The posteriors for the remaining model parameters (see both484
Beattie et al. (2018) and Daly (2018)) show similar constraint. While this could potentially485
indicate a well-defined and narrow local optimum, the fact that we employed multiple starts to486
our initial CMA-ES optimisation strengthens our belief that this is indeed a global optimum,487
and supports our belief that the model is uniquely identifiable under the current experimental488
set-up. Had one or more parameters shown multi-modality or flatness in their marginal posterior489
distribution, we would conclude that the data did not provide enough information to uniquely490
constrain all model parameters (Siekmann et al., 2012). In this manner, examination of the491
model using the WL2 prototype may reveal unidentifiabilities in the model, which may require492
an alternate model formulation or experimental protocol to address depending on the character493
of the variation (Daly et al., 2017).494
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Figure 2: A screenshot of the WL2 prototype: data simulated under maximum posterior density parameters of
the hERG model produced by MCMC overlaid with experimental data. Indices on the x-axis correspond to time
in seconds with sampling every 0.1ms. The comparable plot in the original model publication is Fig. 4 in Beattie
et al. (2018).
5. Discussion495
We have laid out the steps required to extend the Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab with ex-496
perimental data, and discussed the advantages this will bring. With a prototype implementation497
of this WL2 we have shown the feasibility of using the Web Lab to perform statistical inference,498
the most technically challenging of the features discussed in our road map. We now discuss re-499
maining challenges for a full implementation of WL2 and its adoption by the electrophysiological500
community, as well as the opportunities some of these challenges present.501
Providing incentives for model annotation. The option to annotate models, sub-models, and502
variables has long been present in model-sharing languages such as CellML (Hedley et al., 2001),503
but is not widely used (see e.g. https://models.cellml.org/electrophysiology). Similarly,504
initiatives such as the MICEE Portal (https://www.micee.org/), which is intended to store505
annotations for published experimental data, have so far failed to garner widespread adoption.506
Clearly, there has not been sufficient incentive for scientists to provide annotated models and/or507
data sets. However, very few tools make use of model or data annotations, so that the updated508
Web Lab’s annotation use could serve as a prime example of the benefits of annotation. As soon509
as a link is established between experimental data and the models that use it (section 2.2), and510
refitting (parts of) models becomes a routine task, questions of model-data provenance will arise511
more naturally, and the need for well-annotated data will be felt by a wider audience.512
Creating a community repository for electrophysiological data. A second challenge related to the513
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Figure 3: A screenshot of the WL2 prototype: visualisation of marginal variation over kinetic rate parameter
kA1 of the hERG model in the posterior distribution returned by MCMC. Comparable histograms in the original
model publication are shown in Fig. 4 of Beattie et al. (2018).
addition of experimental data to the Web Lab is dealing with the administrative and financial514
burdens of storing and providing access to valuable data for an indefinite period. Conflicts of515
interest might best be avoided if this responsibility was placed in the hands of some indepen-516
dent multi-centre organisation, and so it is clear that this task should be undertaken separately517
from establishing WL2. One of the many opportunities the establishment of such a repository518
would bring, is that it would make it easier for multiple groups to tackle the same problem,519
using the same data set. For example, the PhysioNet challenge is an annual competitive event520
where computational biology groups around the world are challenged to provide the best analysis521
of a particular biophysical signal (usually an ECG) from the PhysioNet/PhysioBank repository522
(Goldberger et al., 2000). If a repository for cell electrophysiological data were to be established,523
similar events could be run to tackle questions in the cell electrophysiology domain. One possi-524
bility is that such a repository might be linked to a community-based journal, and responsibility525
would be assumed by the journal publisher. It would also allow the cardiac modelling community526
to share their wealth of already acquired data for future model development and model verifica-527
tion or validation steps. Preliminary discussions have suggested that leading academic publishers528
would be open to such an idea, as it is in line with their move towards becoming information529
platform providers.530
Comparing complex data sets. Biological systems are irreducibly complex; even when only a single531
ionic current is measured, the ‘background’ is a living cell in which thousands of dynamical532
mechanisms interact to create and maintain homoeostasis. As a result, any two independent533
investigations into the same phenomenon will almost invariably differ in some details, some of534
which may later turn out to be important. For annotation, this means that even when using a535
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standard such as the MICEE draft — which specifies around 100 properties to be recorded as536
‘minimum information’ — some details will go unrecorded. It also means that the question of537
whether two data sets describe ‘the same’ experiment is not always easy to decide. Conversely,538
many experiments to measure a certain property, for example inactivation of the hERG current,539
use different voltage protocols (and so are demonstrably not identical) but provide essentially the540
same information. By enabling data-to-data, data-to-model, and model-to-model comparison,541
all with excellent support for annotation, WL2 can help bring these issues into much sharper542
focus.543
Establishing community ontologies. Structured annotation of models, protocols, and data, re-544
quires ontologies: formal naming systems that allow model variables, protocol properties, and545
experimental conditions to be uniquely defined. For WL1, we created a custom ontology that546
defined several model variables, e.g. membrane-rapid-delayed-rectifier-potassium-current denotes547
the current known as IKr, carried by the channel encoded by hERG. In the long-term, this should548
be replaced by a community agreed-upon ontology, and kept up to date with new scientific dis-549
coveries. As with annotation, widespread use of WL2 could be a powerful driving force behind550
such efforts.551
Integrating with other community tools. Ultimately, we want WL2 to be part of a wider web of552
community tools and data resources, sharing information via agreed-upon ontologies as discussed553
above. For this purpose, WL2 will provide not only a user-friendly ‘human’ interface, but also554
an application programming interface (API). Such an interface (based on the Representational555
State Transfer, or REST architecture) was already used internally for WL1, but will need to556
be documented and made publicly available in WL2. We look forward to working with the557
community to establish the best interface for WL2 (and other tools) to present. A second558
difficulty relating to interaction, is that not all formats used in WL2 were created with annotation559
in mind. For example, there is no widely agreed upon method of annotating parts of CSV or560
proprietary binary data files, and similarly the text-file formats the WL2 prototype uses to561
specify fitting experiments cannot easily be annotated. However, we believe that, starting from562
an imperfect implementation, WL2 can help bring clarity and urgency to efforts to establish563
consensus on such topics. Finally, all entities used in WL2 should have a unique identifier, e.g. a564
digital object identifier (DOI). As we envision most WL entities (models, data sets) being hosted565
primarily outside the WL, this not something we can ourselves directly address. However, if566
simulation protocols and fitting specifications are to be shared with other tools, a solution to567
obtain such unique identifiers will need to be found.568
Model-agnostic fitting. In WL1, we defined an ontology for well-known variables such as named569
ionic currents (e.g. the fast sodium current), maximum current densities (e.g. the maximum570
conductance for the fast sodium current), and reversal potentials (e.g. the reversal potential571
relevant for the fast sodium current). This allows experimental protocols to be written in a572
model-agnostic manner, that work regardless of the variable names used in the model code.573
For fitting specifications to work in a similarly model-agnostic manner, we need to indicate which574
parameter values should be modified to perform the fit. Whilst some parameters, such as ion575
current densities, may exist and represent the same quantity in different models, this is not576
always the case. Model-specific parameters can arise in a number of circumstances, for example577
when a new biophysical mechanism is postulated, or when a model introduces a deliberate578
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simplification (e.g. Hodgkin-Huxley rather than full Markov models for channel gating). So579
instead of defining unique names for such parameters, we propose to identify them via their580
relationship to named ontology variables. For example, parameters for the fast sodium current581
— which is a variable named in our ontology — could be tagged with the property “is a parameter582
for the fast sodium current”. Further properties could provide a more detailed description, e.g.583
“influence fast sodium current activation”, or “appears in a reaction rate of the form aebV ”. A584
fitting algorithm for current “x” could then gather all variables tagged as “parameter for x” and585
vary them in an optimisation, perhaps guided by further properties to add boundaries, parameter586
transformations, or other “tweaks”.587
Optimisation and statistical inference. A huge number of algorithms exist for optimisation and588
statistical inference. However, simulators for cell and ion current models usually do not provide589
information about derivatives with respect to model parameters, which limits the number of590
applicable methods. Despite recent work by e.g. Syed et al. (2005); Loewe et al. (2016); Moreno591
et al. (2016); Johnstone et al. (2016a), the best methods to use remain unclear. In addition,592
setting up a fitting experiment requires detailed knowledge of cellular electrophysiology, so at593
present developers of statistical methods are unlikely to test their methods on such cases. WL2594
provides an excellent opportunity to address both issues. Firstly, by defining a shared interface595
for optimisation/inference problems we can set up a system where model developers can test out596
different methods without making changes to their code (for an early version of such a shared597
interface, see https://github.com/pints-team/pints). Secondly, by working more closely598
with the statistical community, and using WL2 to make fitting experiments using a standard599
interface available online, it becomes possible to use published electrophysiology experiments600
as a test-bed for new algorithmic work. This will result in a mutually beneficial situation for601
electrophysiology modellers and statistical algorithm designers.602
5.1. Conclusion603
At present developing cardiac electrophysiology models is “something of an art” (anonymous604
senior cardiac modeller). We would like to see it become a science, defined by an unambiguous605
algorithmic procedure. Our hope is that in the future a resource such as the Web Lab will606
provide researchers with everything they need to know to reproduce a model’s development.607
The Web Lab will list what experimental protocols need to be performed in a wet lab in order608
to parameterise a model, and then receive data from these experiments and use them to produce609
parameterised mathematical models. Further in the future we aim to automate the process of610
developing new models. By including protocol design, optimised experiments could be generated611
to optimally constrain each parameter, and these could be suggested by the Web Lab in response612
to the results of previous experiments. Design of protocols for the process of model selection613
(choosing the most appropriate set of equations and number of parameters to fit) could also be614
automated, something that is certainly possible for relatively well-defined model structures such615
as ion channel models. In the future we envisage this protocol optimisation occurring in real time616
in response to experimental results being recorded, so that multiple rounds of model refinement617
and new experiments can be performed in one sitting.618
In this article we have described our work to date in developing a community-based resource to619
support the cardiac electrophysiology research community. Our goal is that this resource should620
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become a repository for all aspects of the research of this community: experimental data and621
protocols, the computational models that are derived from that data and aid in its physiological622
interpretation, and the instantiations in software of statistical inference techniques that are used623
to derive those computational models from the experimental data and protocols. Whilst our work624
as described here focuses on cardiac electrophysiology, the need that we address and the approach625
that we have used are applicable across a large swathe of scientific research endeavour. In order626
to make our work as widely accessible as possible, and in the hope that this approach might be627
adopted more widely in other research domains, all of our work is freely available as open source628
code at https://github.com/ModellingWebLab under a BSD 3-clause license. Code for the629
WL2 prototype can be found there in the fcweb repository, under the cardiac-fitting branch.630
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